
FACEBOOK ADS VS
BOOSTED POSTS 
How to select the most appropriate
Facebook advertising method for 
your business.
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WHAT’S RIGHT FOR ME?” 
People often have a lot of questions about the 
different methods of Facebook advertising, and  
their relative strengths and weaknesses. Selecting 
the right one can enable businesses to achieve a  
cost effective way to market their organisation  
whilst delivering outstanding ROI.

“
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SO WHAT ARE FACEBOOK ADS  
AND HOW DO YOU GET STARTED?
Facebook advertising can be categorised into two areas. The first is the 
quick and easy Boosted Posts, with the second being the more advanced, 
but more nuanced Facebook Ads Manager. We take a look at both methods 
and how they can be used to deliver an effective advertising strategy.

If you have a Facebook business page you will 
no doubt recognise that Facebook offers you the 
opportunity to ‘Boost’ particular posts on your 
timeline. This activity is pushed to the user as a 
button option when Facebook spots a post that 
people have engaged with or that is similar to posts 
which other companies have boosted. This type of 
methodology focuses on that one post and trying to 
generate as much visibility and engagement as it can, 
which can be great for brand awareness activities or 
for generating social proof. You can choose who to 
target, how much you want to spend and the duration 
that you want it to last for.

Unlike its more structured counterpart, this form of 
Facebook advertising is quick and very simple to use 
with little complexity, making it the easy option for 
many small businesses wanting to try to promote 
their business on the Facebook platform. Some may 
say it’s a way of dipping your toe in the water and 
experiencing the benefits of Facebook advertising 
before jumping into the world of Facebook Ads 
Manager. It is equally suitable if you are a busy person 
wanting to maintain the freshness of your marketing 
profile but without the time to commit immediately to 
a more complex method, nor any particular interest in 
measuring the effectiveness of that particular post.

Branded Facebook page 
posts organically reach 

only 2% of your followers.

BOOSTED POSTS

2%
Source: 
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/
facebook-organic-reach-declining
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“Facilitate a more structured 
and in-depth approach to 
your advertising.”

Facebook Ads Manager is a powerful ad management tool – Facebook 
themselves refer to Ads Manager as your “campaign command centre”[1]. 
It’s an all-in-one tool for creating ads, managing when and where they’ll 
run, and tracking how well your campaigns are performing. It’s designed for 
advertisers of any experience level, but it does require some investment in 

time to develop the expertise to fully benefit your own business.  
However, once you have developed that expertise, it will allow you to 
facilitate a more structured and in-depth approach to your advertising. 
There are many tangible differences that the Ads Manager tool offers 
above and beyond Boosted Posts, but the key ones to note are as follows:

FACEBOOK ADS MANAGER

[1] Source: 
https://www.facebook.com/business/learn/facebook-ads-reporting-ads-manager
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Boosted posts only allow you to focus on 
website clicks or engagement.
Whilst this might be fine as a starting point, as you progress 
with your advertising your plans will become more sophisticated 
and thus your objectives and the way they are measured will 
become much more important. Ads Manager allows you greater 
flexibility in tailoring the objectives of your campaign, so that 
they maximise the reach of what you are looking to achieve. 
Brand awareness, reach, store visits, conversions, video views, 
app installs are all factors which can be recorded and focused 
on as objectives for your own business, and subsequently 
measured within the Ads Manager tool.

Ads Manager allows you to make more 
detailed choices about where your ad might 
be placed across the Facebook, Instagram 
and Audience network platforms.
Whether you want to appear in the Facebook Newsfeed, side 
ads, Instagram feeds, Instagram stories, instant article or 
audience network ads, Ads manager will let you schedule the 
selection that’s right for you.

1. MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES

2. PLACEMENT OPTIONS

19%
19% of Time Spent on 
Mobile Devices Is 
on Facebook

Source: 
http://flurrymobile.tumblr.com/
post/157921590345/us-consumers-
time-spent-on-mobile-crosses-5
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Using Ads Manager gives you access to Facebook’s 
Ad Metrics tools, which provide the user with a 
wealth of information to test and evaluate the 
success of their campaigns.
Facebook are constantly improving these metrics as they understand 
that providing meaningful information to their users is essential for 
companies to learn and grow, in turn helping them to deliver a more 
coherent and effective strategy.

4. FACEBOOK AD METRICS

Using the full Ads Manager tools you can achieve 
a deeper targeting for your ads, which is not an 
available option when you Boost a post.
For example if you wanted to create a custom audience but also 
start to target hobbies, interests or buying behaviour to increase 
your likely chance of conversion, this is something which only Ads 
Manager allows you to do.

3. TARGETING AUDIENCES

93%

93% of Social Media 
Advertisers Use 

Facebook Ads

Source: 
www.socialmediaexaminer.com/report/
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“it’s designed to capture the 
complete attention of your 

audience.”

Facebook Ads Manager also gives users greater creative control in creating ads, enabling you to add 
headlines, text and a call to action, wherever they are best suited.

5. GREATER CREATIVE CONTROL

They also offer different ad formats such as Carousel and, more 
recently, Canvas ads. Canvas Ads are designed to help you shorten 
the distance between your message and the customer. It loads 
instantly, it’s mobile-optimised and it’s designed to capture the 
complete attention of your audience.

With Facebook Canvas, people can watch engaging videos and photos, 
swipe through carousels, tilt to pan, and explore lifestyle images with 
tagged products[2]. It also allows you to understand which customer 
engaged with your ads and completed viewing the video, so that 
you can go back to this audience with a more targeted campaign or 
perhaps a timed product offer to convert them into a customer.

[2] Source: 
https://www.facebook.com/business/learn/facebook-create-ad-canvas-ads/
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WHICH FORM IS BEST?
Ultimately all campaigns, Boosted or otherwise, require the time, 
effort and expertise to be dedicated to them to deliver success.

Boosting posts can be an incredibly successful platform to 
use particularly if you are trying to build brand awareness and 
deliver social proof by launching upcoming products or events. 
Facebook Ads Manager is the extension of this and provides 
a more in-depth, customisable platform to enable the user to 

deliver better plans with greater creative control. It does require 
investment in time to understand the tools. However this 
investment is far outweighed by the greater number of options 
and possibilities that the Ads Manger tool offers and is the way 
in which a business can drive a longer term success.
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CAMPAIGN TYPE ADVERTS BOOSTED POSTS COMMENTS

Awareness Brand Awareness  

Reach  

Consideration Traffic  

App Installs  

Video views  
A Boosted Video Post is limited to Video Views or Messages, whereas with 
Static images you’re limited to Engagement and Messages. With Facebook 
Ads options are unlimited.

Lead Generation  

Post Engagement  

Page Likes  

Event Responses  

Messages  

Conversion Conversions  

Catalogue Sales  

Store visits   With a Boosted Post you are limited with your optimisation options.

Options Campaign Spending Limit   With a Boosted Post there is no option to assign a Campaign Spending Limit.

Budget Optimisation   With a Boosted Post there is no option to select Budget Optimisation.

Source: 
HoneyBadger Solutions, updated July 2018

OBJECTIVES
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AD SETS

CAMPAIGN TYPE ADVERTS BOOSTED POSTS COMMENTS

Ad Set Level Set up multiple Ad Sets with same / 
different creatives and targeting   A Boosted Post doesn’t let you do this from outset, but you can do it later from the Ad 

Manager but this severely limits A/B Testing and thus may have an impact on RoI.

Audiences Allows you to set up audience types 
including Custom and Lookalike   A Boosted Post allows you to use Custom or Lookalike Audiences but only if these 

have previously been set up. 

Allows you to use all audience types 
already set up  

Targeting Gender  
Age  

Locations (Detailed): Everyone in the Location   With Boosted Posts you simply have the choice to select ‘Location’ Yes/No whereas 
with Facebook Adverts you can select various location types.

People who live in the Location   With Boosted Posts you simply have the choice to select ‘Location’ Yes/No whereas 
with Facebook Adverts you can select various location types.

People Recently in the Location   With Boosted Posts you simply have the choice to select ‘Location’ Yes/No whereas 
with Facebook Adverts you can select various location types.

People travelling in the Location   With Boosted Posts you simply have the choice to select ‘Location’ Yes/No whereas 
with Facebook Adverts you can select various location types.

Detailed Targeting  

Language  

Interest expansion   With Boosted Posts there is no option for Interest Expansion.

Other Options Drive Traffic to Website   On Boosted Posts you are restricted to only Website Traffic, you cannot select any 
other Traffic options, e.g. App Downloads, Messenger, etc.

App downloads  
Messenger  
Various Offer types   On Boosted Posts certain restrictions apply.

Budget options Lifetime & Daily Daily only

Duration: Start & end date   A Boosted Post allows you to enter an End Date only but the Start Date is  
effective immediately.

Source: 
HoneyBadger Solutions, updated July 2018
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ADVERTS

CAMPAIGN TYPE ADVERTS BOOSTED POSTS COMMENTS

Advert Level Set up multiple Adverts with 
different creatives / text  

A Boosted Post doesn’t let you do this from outset. You can do it later from 
the Ad Manager but this severely limits A/B Testing and thus may have an 
impact on RoI.

Advert Type Options: Image or video  
Multiple images or videos in 
Carousel format   A Boosted Post allows you to have multiple images but not a Video  

Carousel option.

Collections  
Full Screen experience   On Boosted Posts certain restrictions apply.

Advert Creative options:

Thumbnails and captions  
Different videos for Facebook 
and Instagram  

Source: 
HoneyBadger Solutions, updated July 2018
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AD SETS

CTA Types: Apply Now  
Book Now  
Call Now  
Contact Us  
Download  
Get Quote  
Get Showtimes  
Learn More  
Like Page  
Listen now  
Request Time  
See Menu  
Send Message  
Shop Now  
Sign Up  
Subscribe  
Watch More  

ADVERTS BOOSTED POSTS

Source: 
HoneyBadger Solutions, updated July 2018
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WE SPECIALISE IN 
HELPING LOCAL 
BUSINESSES SELL 
MORE STUFF

CONNECT TODAY
Email: hello@honeybadgersme.com

Web: www.honeybadgersme.com
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